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INTRODUCTION TO CONVENTIONAL PSYCHIATRY

To get a pretty comprehensive history of conventional psychiatry, we recommend you view the free 
documentary, "Psychiatry: Industry of Death" which is available on You Tube. 

Fundamental Philosophy 



The fundamental philosophy of conventional psychiatry is that visible physical reality is all that exist.  
Nothing "supernatural" exists.  The Universe and everything within it including all life is a random 
chance accident.  There is no God.  All life simply "evolved" by random chance.  Anyone who disputes 
this is "mentally ill" and needs to be taken away for "reeducation" and "treatment" until they accept this 
philosophy.  
  

CONVENTIONAL PSYCHIATRY

How Mental Illnesses Definitions Originate 

Psychiatrists complete medical school just like all other doctors.  However, they then separate 
themselves from their colleges and move to their own unique organization known as the American 
Psychiatric Association.  A university counselor once commented, "When our medical students 
graduate, most feel they have not really learned a great bit.  The rest of them go into psychiatry". 

At their conventions, psychiatrists vote on what should be a mental illness.  There are around three 
hundred "illnesses" presently.  However, unlike regular medicine, there is no scientific test for any of 
them.  Any psychiatrist can propose a new "illness" or propose that an existing illness be delisted.  
Approved illnesses are published in a book called the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual) which is 
presently in its fifth edition.  Creating or delisting an illness can have significant social consequences.  
Gay people were classified as "sexual psychopaths" for years.  During this time, they could be abducted 
and forced to receive "treatments".  Dr. Heath at Tulane University in New Orleans tried drilling into the 
brains of gay men, inserting electrodes into "pleasure centers", and then locking them in a room with 
prostitutes to convince them to want sex with women.  He failed.  Gays and lesbians have now been 
delisted and so are free to finally live out their lives as they desire without fear of torture by 
psychiatrists. 

A psychiatrist can propose a new "illness" which will then be put to a vote.  If the majority agrees, the 
new illness is given an official name and added to the DSM.  At the last meeting, there was an argument 
about how long a person who had lost a loved one should be allowed to grieve.  DSM-4 contained a 
"bereavement exclusion" which meant psychiatrists could not attack someone who was grieving after the 
death of a close friend.  After a vote, this protection was eliminated in DSM-5.  Finally, it was left up to 
the psychiatrist to decide if someone was "legally grieving" or "illegally depressed".  In the past, 
depression was almost exclusively "treated" with electroshock (ECT) - such as shown in the movie "One 
Few Over the Cuckoo's Nest" (feature film 1975) - which left the victim with irreversible brain damage.  
This procedure has become less popular, however. 

Unfortunately, psychiatrists did vote to approve the new disease "oppositional defiant disorder" and gave 
it catalog number 313.81.  This new disease label is designed to justify attacking school kids with mind 
control drugs.  The kid can be charged with this "disease" if he/she: 



(1) often loses temper  
(2) often argues with adults  
(3) often actively defies or refuses to comply with adults' requests or rules  
(4) often deliberately annoys people  
(5) often blames others for his or her mistakes or misbehavior  
(6) is often touchy or easily annoyed by others  
(7) is often angry and resentful  
(8) is often spiteful or vindictive 

Older Guidelines 

Before the DSM, a popular guide for psychiatrists was "Outlines For Psychiatric Examinations" by 
Nolan D.C. Lewis.  This book, written in the 1940's, was never intended for the general public and was 
circulated only among the psychiatric community.  Consequently, it was more direct about who should 
be picked up and removed from society.  In the section on paranoia, it advises psychiatrists to be on the 
lookout for "litigious persons, reformers and prophets".  Obviously, these are the types of people a 
totalitarian society would want to eliminate.  Lewis was reportedly associated with some of the Nazi 
doctors brought into the country under Operation Paperclip [1].  Actually, the Nazi psychiatrists 
smuggled into the US had great influence on American psychiatry which continues to this day. 

The Science of Psychiatric Drugs 

There is no legitimate science behind mental illnesses.  These "diseases" simply represent the opinions 
of psychiatrists who meet once a year and literally "make them up". 

However, there is science behind the chemical agents used by psychiatrists.  When chemists started 
looking for psychiatric drugs in the 1950's, they began with a deadly pesticide named phenothiazine 
which was being used at that time by exterminators.  It might occur to you that this is not a choice you 
would make if your intention was to help people.  All the original drugs were based on the poison 
phenothiazine.  As time passed, statistical evidence emerged showing that people given these "drugs" 
were dying about twenty five years sooner than would normally be expected [2].  These drugs are 
actually slow poisons.  However, since psychiatrists want these people dead, no one is complaining.  
Actually, in the US, it is the intent of psychiatrists to deliberately kill about eighty million US citizens 
they consider "defective".  This is based on their assertion that 25% of the population is mentally ill. 

Psychiatric drugs are designed to target and disrupt communication channels in the brain causing what 
can best be described as a "chemical lobotomy".  Before drugs, psychiatrists favorite "cure" was surgical 
lobotomy.  Most of the psychiatric drugs target Dopamine receptors in the brain.  There are five known 
receptors which are simply called D1 through D5.  Inactivating these receptors destroys all the so called 
"higher attributes" which make humans unique and superior to other animals.  So, basically, the 
psychiatric "treatments" reduce a person to a slightly smarter variety of "dumb animal".  These 
chemicals disrupt thought processes and emotions.  Confused and unable to experience pleasure, the 



Soul senses it has been trapped in a useless body.  To escape, many choose suicide.  Drug companies, 
apparently with the complicity of the FDA, are deceptive in their official descriptions of these 
chemicals.  Most say, "the site and mode of action is unknown".  This is a lie.  The site and mode of 
action is completely known.  To find the truth about a drug, check "Wikipedia".  From Wikipedia, the 
specific dopamine receptors targeted by some common psychiatric drugs are: 

chlorpromazone - D1 D2 D3   D5  
trifluperazine - D1 D2  
fluphenazine -D1 D2  
haloperidol - D1 D2 D3 D4 D5  
thiothixene -    D2  
olanzapine -  D1 D2 D3 D4  
clozapine -   D1 D2 D3     D5  
risperidone - D1 D2 D3  D4 D5  
quetiapine -  D1 D2 D3  D4  
lurasidone -     D2  
aripiprazole - D1 D2 D3 D4 

For more details, please see the book "Toxic Psychiatry" by Dr. Peter Breggin (psychiatrist) as well as 
other books by this author, free YouTube videos and this web site [3].  
  

BLACK SITES

In the past, states funded and operated huge mental hospitals with thousands of inmates.  Many never 
left and eventually died in custody.  Today, the trend is toward privatization leading to smaller, privately 
owned facilities.  We call these facilities "black sites" because the secrecy surrounding them is often on 
a par with government "black sites".  States have mental health laws.  Generally, these laws are proposed 
by the psychiatric community and tailored to their wishes.  They are usually passed without opposition 
because no one in government cares about this segment of the population.  Patients are never consulted.  
Psychiatric law is the opposite of normal law.  You are presumed guilty unless you can (pay big bucks to 
a lawyer) prove you are innocent.  Like the old Witch trials, once accused it is up to you to prove you 
are not a Witch.  Unlike legitimate medicine, patients are not allowed to see their medical records for as 
long as they live.  However, lots of other people can and do.  In the conventional legal system, if you 
think a friend has been picked up by the police, you can call them and they will tell you if they did and 
where they are.  However, black sites make clever use of the HIPPA laws (medical secrecy laws) and 
claim everything they do is confidential.  If someone you know is taken to a black site "treatment 
facility", there is no way for you to find them.  Even if they can somehow get a message out that they 
have been abducted, you may not be allowed to see them.  Black sites are locked and guarded so you 
can't walk in and, of course, people inside can't leave.  Everything that happens to them inside is a 
"medical secret". 



Most mental health laws require that you show a person is somehow "dangerous" before they can be 
abducted.  However, how this is interpreted is not well defined.  Recently a woman innocently 
mentioned to police that President Obama follows her "tweets".  She thought it would show she was a 
good citizen.  Instead, the police took her to a black site facility where she was charged with being 
"bipolar",  held for over a week and forced to take poisons (psychiatric drugs) [4].  As it turns out, Mr. 
Obama does follow her tweets.  She was able to get away and is now suing.  However, the black site 
sent her a huge bill for "treatment" and will likely sue her if she does not pay them for the time they held 
and tortured her.  
  

EUGENICS

Eugenics is the belief system which argues that people should "improve the breed" by sterilizing and/or 
killing defective people.  Hitler championed this philosophy.  Sick or disabled kids were simply gassed.  
Other people were sterilized.  The United States had forced sterilization laws in many states for years.  
This has now ended and some states have paid damages to survivors of this process. 

However, you should realize that eugenics is alive and thriving in contemporary US psychiatry.  It is just 
being done "quietly".  Most psychiatric drugs at dosage levels commonly used by psychiatrists will 
cause sterility.  Since psychiatrists tell people they must continue to take these drugs for life, this is 
equivalent to permanent sterility.  Fertility usually returns if the drugs are discontinued.  However, in 
certain cases, sterility can be permanent even if the drug is discontinued.  For example, thioridazine is a 
drug which causes sterility in both men and women.  It is a favorite among psychiatrists for this reason.  
If this drug is given to prepubescent females, it can result in permanent sterility even if stopped later.  
Those girls will never have periods and their reproductive system, for want of a better phrase, will 
remain "frozen" for life.  When the drug is used on older women, their periods stop but they can recover 
if the drug is discontinued.  
  

TRANSITION TO TOP SECRET PSYCHIATRY

Now we will transition from conventional to top secret psychiatry.  As you will see, the two are 
diametrically opposed.  To illustrate this transition, we fortunately have the writings of David 
Morehouse [5].  Basically, Morehouse was just an ordinary man until, after an accident, he found 
himself in a relationship with a non terrestrial being.  He called it his "Angel".  He could see and talk to 
this being.  However, no one else could see or hear it. 

Now, let's pause to consider what would have happened if Morehouse was a civilian and had gone to see 
a conventional psychiatrist he found in, say, the yellow pages.  If he had done that, he would have been 
diagnosed as schizophrenic, put on heavy drugs and, quite possibly, locked away.  Schizophrenia is the 
general label used in conventional psychiatry for anyone who shows signs of Spiritual or psychic 
development.  Conventional psychiatry denies that these things exist. 



However, Morehouse was not a civilian.  He was in the military.  When he first told his story to a 
military psychiatrist, who of course had a top secret clearance, he expected to be given drugs to make his 
"Angel" disappear.  However, that was not to be.  The military psychiatrist immediately went to the file 
cabinet and pulled out documents stamped "top secret".  Instead of telling Morehouse he had a "mental 
illness", he explained to Morehouse that he had a "great gift" and was an ideal candidate for the secret 
remote viewer program.  Morehouse agreed to join the secret program and was then initiated into the 
"above top secret" world of Astral projection, time travel, ET's and the like. 

So let's just pause here for a moment to consider this:  In the civilian world, Morehouse would have a 
"serious mental illness".  However, in the top secret world of the military, he had no illnesses but, 
instead, had a "great gift".  Both scenarios cannot be true.  Someone is lying here.  Obviously, it is the 
conventional psychiatrist.  His job is to destroy your mind so that you will never realize your true 
potential.  The key difference between conventional and top secret psychiatry should now be becoming 
clear. 

Continuing with Morehouse's "adventure", recall his association with his "Angel".  This being never left 
him.  The creature had allegiance to the "forces of good", for want of a better word.  The government 
remote viewer program was designed to train "psychic spies" to do evil including using psychic powers 
to murder "enemies of the United States".  Whenever Morehouse was sent into some altered state on a 
government mission, his "Angel" reminded him that he was on the wrong path and should use his 
powers to do good and not evil.  Eventually, Morehouse had to choose.  He listened to the Angel instead 
of his government controllers and chose the path of good.  Of course, this made him pretty useless to the 
government which seeks mastery of evil.  So, it was time to get rid of Morehouse.  He was sent to a 
conventional psychiatrist who destroyed his mind with drugs.  He lost everything.  His wife left him.  He 
saw no future. 

Very few people survive an attack by a conventional psychiatrist.  However, fortunately, Morehouse 
did.  This was because one of his old friends knew an (American) Indian Spiritual Master who was able 
to take Morehouse out of his body, restore the broken connection with his Soul and neutralize the 
damage done by the conventional psychiatrist.  Morehouse fully recovered, reunited with his wife, and 
today independently teaches remote viewing for the purpose of good instead of evil. 

Incidentally, the few survivors of MKULTRA and MONARCH programming also report that their 
recovery, they believe, was made possible with the help of Spiritual entities.  You should realize that 
these are the lucky ones and that most "victims" never recover.  
  

HERMETIC ARTS

The Hermetic Arts are a comprehensive collection of mystic knowledge (mysticism) said to originate 
with the teachings of Hermes Trismegistus.  You should realize that there are only one set of principles 



which explain the Creation.  They are periodically discovered and lost over eons of time and acquire 
different names with each rediscovery.  However, they are all the same.  The three main divisions of the 
Hermetic arts are said to be Alchemy (the precursor to chemistry), Astrology and Theurgy (white and 
black magic). 

Various secret societies preserve this knowledge and teach it today.  Some work for the benefit of 
humanity while others seek power to enslave others for their personal gain.  Leaders of the United States 
as well as most other nations fall into the latter category.  Recall that the United States was designed by 
Freemasons, a secret occult society which, along with other secret groups, are quite familiar with all this 
"ancient" knowledge. 

We don't hear - at least in the state controlled public media - mention of the old sciences which predate 
contemporary science.  It was common, not that long ago, to see books on Palmistry, Astrology, 
Hypnosis and other ancient arts.  Those were the kinds of books people used to read before modern 
science came along and labeled all that stuff "superstition".  It's all still there but now you have to make 
an effort to look for it.  So, where did all these ancient mystical skills go.  Well, many went to top secret 
psychiatry.  Here, through destructive testing on unsuspecting people, psychiatrists developed a 
synthesis between modern high technology and ancient mystic arts.  Trained mystics can do miraculous 
things, however training generally requires strict discipline for one's entire life.  This doesn't fit in with 
the modern fast food world.  So, researchers sought a fast track path to ancient skills which did not 
require years of devotion and meditation. 

Basically, psychiatrists are the modern day equivalent of witches.  Instead of magic potions with "eye of 
newt" they use sophisticated synthetic chemical agents to place people "under their spell".  The thirty 
plus years of MKULTRA research has yielded many reliable mind control techniques that few can 
resist.  Today, it is estimated that 85% of the population is under some type of mind control to a certain 
degree.  It upsets these "masterminds" that about 15% of the population have a natural immunity to mind 
control which is not understood.  
  

ABILITIES OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS

Long ago, when humans were competent and has full access to their natural abilities, people were self 
sufficient.  They understood and cooperated with Nature and Nature sustained them.  Today, we stare off 
into space looking for "intelligence".  We assume that any intelligent civilization, like we believe 
ourselves to be, would obviously be sending signals in the electromagnetic spectrum we could detect.  
No signals - no intelligence. 

Actually, that is not true.  A truly advanced culture would have no reason to develop any of this stuff.  
And, the evidence from archaeology and anthropology suggests that there was a time when we were just 
as advanced.  None of the other creatures with whom we share this planet need technology.  Advanced 
humans would not have needed it either.  They need it now because they have devolved and not because 



they have "advanced".  As a fully developed human, you would have naturally all the abilities for which 
we now depend upon technology.  If you wanted to locate a friend, you would use remote viewing to 
find them.  If you wanted to communicate with them, you would use telepathy.  If you were curious 
about some distant place, you would visit it with Astral projection.  If you were interested in history, you 
would access the Akashic records.  If you were ill, a psychic healer could easily "see" and diagnose the 
problem and likely fix it without any invasive process. 

Today, we go to extreme means to artificially regain the abilities we once naturally possessed.  Satellites 
and cell phone networks let us locate and communicate with friends.  We try to learn about distant 
planets with complex unmanned probes.  We search for history by physically digging up relics of past 
civilizations.  We need exotic scanners to see inside the human body and then try to fix problems with 
complex invasive surgeries.  None of this stuff would be necessary if humanity had not "lost it" eons 
ago. 

TOP SECRET RESEARCH

Adolph Hitler was very interested in the occult.  He put considerable effort - in vain - to locate the 
"fountain of youth".  He had associations with ET's.  Reportedly, these ET's had taught a unique 
language to American Indians years before.  Consequently, when these people were used as "code 
talkers", Hitler's ET friends understood everything they said because it was their native language.  So 
much for secrets! 

Hitler's scientists and doctors were as superb as they were evil.  Guilty of unimaginable atrocities and 
war crimes, they would have surely been convicted at the trials following WW II.  However, most were 
secretly imported into the United States under "Operation Paperclip", given new identities and high 
security clearances and encouraged to "carry on" the work they had done for Hitler. 

It was not long after WW II ended that the thirty years of secret mind control research code named 
MKULTRA began.  The nazi doctors, who had experimented people to death in Hitler's concentration 
camps, were now encourages to do the same to unsuspecting American citizens.  The directive from the 
CIA - which the Nazis helped create - was: "Go seek out people on the fringes of society - who, 
therefore, lack the capacity to resist - and use them for medical experiments". 

After thirty years and billions of dollars - not to mention perhaps millions of innocent people kidnapped 
and killed in experiments - the US had a very comprehensive model of just how the human mind worked 
and how this knowledge could be used to reduce the general population of the US - and the world - to a 
group of mind controlled "automotons" with no free will. 

Subproject MONARCH perfected techniques to "fracture" people's minds and create multiple 
personalities (Dissociative Identity Disorder) which could be programmed.  When "switched off", these 
people had no idea that they had secret, alternate lives as sex slaves, assassins, manchurian candidates or 
whatever. 



Some specific locations used for secret programming activities identified by MONARCH survivor Brice 
Taylor (Sue Ford) [6] are:  
University of Southern California (USC) - general programming  
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) - general programming  
Bethesda Naval Hospital - specialized in brain implants inserted through the nose  
NASA - high tech equipment used for astronaut training had "dual use" capability for mind control  
  

KNOWN PERFECTED TECHNIQUES

Soul Capture Technology 

The government has the ability to take people's Souls out of their bodies, put their Soul in another body 
or put their Soul in "storage until it is needed"  [7].  This technology is about as high in the black magic 
spectrum as you can get.  It is described in the referenced interview by Kerry Cassidy and is likely in use 
in the "secure housing unit" at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.  This base is above a 
secret human/alien underground installation which is huge and extends into neighboring states.  The 
"secure housing" is basically a retirement/nursing home for people who know so many secrets they 
cannot be trusted in public.  They have signed a special agreement to "never leave the service of the 
United States".  They probably did not realize that "never" actually meant "never". 

Remote Viewing 

Remote Viewing training, described by David Moorehouse [5] in his books, has reportedly been 
transferred to the Stanford Research Institute (SRI).  Located next to Stanford University, this locked 
facility requires a top secret clearance (Q - clearance) to enter. 

Astral Travel 

An ancient art, Astral travel is not secret and competent masters will teach it to anyone - usually for a 
hefty fee.  What is secret is that the US government has been actively exploring the Astral planes for 
many years with a view towards gaining some military advantage. 

Psychic Assassination Technology 

Initiation into this top secret program was what motivated David Morehouse to resign from the program. 

Enhancement of Physical and Mental Abilities 

Described by Brice Taylor (Sue Ford) [6] these include long distance swimming without tiring, 
photographic memory and the ability to read men's minds while having sex with them. 



Batch Processing 

This is the latest evolution of project MONARCH to create switchable multiple personality slaves.  It is 
now reportedly possible to simply put a group of susceptible people in a room, activate special 
equipment using magnetic waves, sounds and light to program the entire group at the same time.  Since 
the government routinely kidnaps kids off the street ("missing" children), there could be many thousands 
of these programmed people wandering around and behaving normally until "activated". 

Time Regression 

This is the preferred life extension technique for the elite who never physically die.  This device allows 
the physical body to be regressed to a younger age with no loss of memories.  It is described briefly in 
the Rothchild interview [7] and by other whistleblowers. 

Time Travel 

David Morehouse was trained to do time travel psychically.  However, the government also has 
perfected Doctor Who style time travel machines. 

Brain Wave Disrupter 

This device is described by Brice Taylor (Sue Ford) [6].  She explains that the government is not 
concerned that people have guns because, once the brain wave disrupter is activated, they won't even 
remember what a gun is.  In this incapacitated state, the military can easily scoop up the general 
population, load them on to busses and trains and transport them to the FEMA death camps when the 
time comes with no resistance. 

Remote Mind Control 

This covers many devices.  One, called SSSS (Silent Sound Spread Spectrum) is older technology which 
is not even secret.  You can look it up on the internet and there are YouTube videos demonstrating it.  It 
is based on the principle that audio (voice) can be superimposed on a radio wave and that the human 
brain will unconsciously detect and understand the audio. 

The most likely application for this is smart phones and smart electrical meters.  Smart meters transmit 
spread spectrum radio waves and there is considerable literature on the internet discussing claims that 
people are being affected by this, having nightmares, sleep disruptions and physical problems.  The 
government has ordered all meters to be changed to smart meters and is even picking up some of the 
cost which indicates that they are very interested in promoting these gadgets.  The details on how these 
meters work and their capabilities are classified.  Having a device capable of mind control attached to 
everyone's home would be a great advantage to a totalitarian state.  



  

TS PSYCHIATRY FOR FUNCTIONARIES

Functionaries are given training to develop enhanced abilities.  However, these abilities are "switched".  
These people have no conscious knowledge of their abilities unless they are switched on by 
preprogrammed commands.  When switched off, they believe and behave as if they were just ordinary, 
average people. 

Brice Taylor (Sue Ford) [6] claims to have been given quite a laundry list of special abilities.  Her sex 
training was done by Playboy bunnies.  She was trained in remote viewing and Astral projection and 
sent on Astral (interdimensional) assignments.  She was given a perfect photographic memory so she 
could function as a sort of "human camera".  She had enhanced endurance training to avoid fatigue when 
doing intense physical activities.  However, all these skills were switched and, when not "in use" she 
believed she was just an ordinary housewife enjoying a comfortable life.  Now that she has successfully 
escaped from project MONARCH, presumably the switches have been disabled and she is completely 
conscious and aware of all of her special skills. 

TS PSYCHIATRY FOR ELITES

Elites qualified for top secret medicine would also be qualified for top secret psychiatry and be eligible, 
if they chose, to be trained in enhanced abilities.  The only difference would be that whatever training 
they had would not be switched and they would always retain and have access to any special skills they 
learned. 

These skills, which are generally assumed to occur only randomly in certain people, are completely 
teachable.  Essentially anyone can learn them if they have competent instruction.  Quite some time back, 
MIT reportedly became interested in learning just how Uri Geller was able to bend spoons using mental 
powers.  They developed a training class to teach that skill.  The classes were small - only about a dozen 
people - but almost all were able to successfully bend a spoon with mental powers. 

If we lived in a society where everyone was on a level playing field, competent instructors could teach 
all these so called "special skills" to anyone who wished to learn them.  Unfortunately, we do not.  
  

COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEMS PROMOTE EVIL AND ATTACK GOOD

The two systems consisting of top secret / conventional medicine and top secret / conventional 
psychiatry function together to promote evil and eliminate good.  Conventional medicine presumes - as 
most people believe - that human beings will experience various illnesses and, eventually, die.  Top 
secret medicine presumes that those permitted to receive its services will live in perfect health and will 



never physically die.  Conventional psychiatry teaches that nothing exists beyond visible physical reality 
and that anyone claiming otherwise is mentally ill.  Top secret psychiatry teaches mental and psychic 
enhancements and abilities to see "invisible" dimensions, travel in time, realize that physical bodies are 
just  "containers for Souls" as well as a host of other "forbidden knowledge". 

However, to be eligible for either top secret psychiatry or top secret medicine, you must be somehow 
associated with and approved by the government.  With essentially no exceptions, to get this level of 
approval, you must be a Satanist.  All of the so called "ruling bloodlines" of the world are active 
Satanists.  They routinely participate in ritual human sacrifices, attend "Eyes Wide Shut" [8] style parties 
and hone their skills in black magic. 

Consequently, people who are innocent or inclined to goodness are systematically eliminated while 
those inclined towards evil are assisted and promoted.  
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